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Speech from the .  Throne:  The speech from the Throne, witirwhich Viscount 
Alexander . on Friday opened the .Fourth Session -of.:the 20th Parliament, 
read as follows:- 

- 	. 	- "Honourable Members- of the Senate: 
..Members of the House of Commons: 

"Conditions throughout the world continue to be difficult' and 
_disturb-ineThe dislocations - resulting from the ravages of war have 
; become increasingly apparent. 	Europe production has made ortly a 
,-.partial-,recovery. . In Asia, over large areas, active fighting 
continues. Shortages of the necessities of life, particularly of 

,tood; are still acute; In many countries; polit . ical and social un-
rest sis serious. Failure -  to agree .on peace, settlements with 'Germany 
and Austria is -preventing the recovery of Europe. 

"Canada was recently represented at a meeting of the nations 
of -.the Commonwealth in. Canberra. Problams ,.related to the peace 
settlement in the Pacific were discussed in an exploratory.manner. 
The Government has welcomed the initiative of. the United States in 

..proposing an early conference on the Peace, Treaty with Japan. 
• 	"Mae Canadian delegation to the General Assembly of the United 
Nations took an active part in its proceedings. Canada ve s elected 
to a seat on the Security Council. Canada was also represented on 
the-United Nations Special Committee on Palestine. Support of the 

- Charter of the United.Nations remains an essential feature of Canada's 
:foreign policy: 	 , 

"While unsettled conditions still prevail in Europe and Asia, 
Canada has c ontinued ,  to en joy general -prosperity. Employment and 
national income. have reached levels never , before attained. -•  Our 
country  has ,not been unaffected,- however,  , . by the problems and 
difficulties of other countries. Ma.ny nations-with vdlich we trade 
have  been unable to -resto.re their full productive capacity'. Their 
consequ.ent inability, to increase their  exporte in sufficient measure 
to pay for their imports has greatly complicated Canada's:foreign 

, exchange position.,  
. A permanent solution of our exchange problems and the future 

well-being ;of the nation depend upon. the revival of world,trade. 
An important step forward in this direction has been the successful 

, conclusion of the recent discussions'at Geneva -. A positive achieve-
ment ,was ,the conclusion of trade -agreements with eighteen. other: 
nations. You will be,asked to approve .these agreements., - .Canada is 
now represented at the United Nations Trade Conference in .Havana, 
iwhich,it is hoped will result in the establishment of an _International 
Trade Organization along lines agreed to at Geneva. The trade agree-
ments .and the  establishment of. an International Tralde Organization 

- will, provide a sound foundation for the  expansion of world commerce, 
production and employment.  

"Provision of a temporary character has been .made to -cânserve 
and supplement Canada's reserves of United ,  States dollars: The 

,measures recently , announ.ced to deal with the various aspects  of 
the _immediate foreign exchange diffi -culty will be submitted-. for your 

(over 


